The issue of strengthening a rector's position and professionalizing university management in the system of higher education is very important and being widely discussed in terms of governance reforms. Changes, new regulations, reforms depend on how they are implemented on the institutional level in terms of their strategical development and how they are supported and promoted by the executive head.
Introduction
The rector is an executive head of higher education institution, the highest single-authority governing body, the person managing its functioning as a whole in cooperation with other collegial governing bodies. According to findings of the European University Association EUA (2015) rector is first and foremost a political and academic leader, who manages a complex community (one the most complicated, multidimensional and multifunctional organization, fosters the HEI development enhancing its capacity to respond to numerous challenges and holds the full personal responsibility, and for financial sustainability as well. Rector engages in the broader policy dialogue with public authorities and stakeholders (University Leaders ' Perspectives, 2015) . That means the university leader must "drive the professionalization of management and governance of the institution" (University Leaders' Perspectives, 2015) and he/she can push it forward or backwards. Thence in the public debate and expert discussions about higher education development the issues connected with the models of university governance and mechanisms of appointment/selection/election of the executive head as well as other high governing bodies constantly appear to be very important.
The Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education argue their intention implemented in the draft proposal of the Act 2.0 (Act 2.0 -the Act on Science and Higher Education, 2018) to entrust more powers but together with more responsibility to a rector by modern European trends asserting that "recently ongoing reforms of higher education systems in European countries strengthen the position of the rector towards collegiate bodies."
(Ustrój uczelni w wybranych państwach, online). By Eurydice (2007) "the position of the executive head has changed dramatically throughout most of Europe: the head of the institution now assumes more diverse duties in terms of governance and decision-making than before."
The model of appointing the executive head significantly affects the operation of a whole university for years, it determines the conditions for development, structural changes and governance mechanisms of a higher education institution. The rector's election campaign is the same political process and has much similarity with the election of the President of state. As in politics, the quality of execution of rector's power, positive impact of his decisions onto strategic development of the university and amount of his independence in decision-making after occupying this position strongly depends on the process preceding the appointment and on the model of selection or nomination.
Models of rector's appointment across Europe
European countries have different systems of higher education as well as various models of university governance and different features of the organizational autonomy as one from among four key dimensions of the university autonomy according to the EUA. Consequently, there are different models of appointment of a university executive head in Europe. The University Autonomy Scorecard consider the model of the university governance and executive leadership fundamental for organization autonomy, and it includes the selection of the executive head, qualification required (Bennetot Pruvot, Estermann, 2017), there are two main models of appointing an executive head in the European universities: 1) rector appointed by election -two selection procedures: "elected by a specific electoral body, which is usually large, representing (directly or indirectly) the different groups of the university community (academic staff, other staff, students), whose votes may be weighted; elected by the governing body, which is democratically elected within the university community (usually the senate, i.e. the body that decides on academic issues)"; 2) rector appointed by a direct assignment to a position -two selection options "(appointed by the council/board of the university (i.e. the governing body that decides on strategic issues), appointed through a two-step process in which both the senate and the council/board are involved)." (Bennetot Pruvot, Estermann, 2017 The appointment of an executive head reflects the general higher education framework, and can be more collegial or more managerial. The preliminary selection and nomination processes also vary across different systems and differentiate the qualification requirements imposed on candidates for each of these models. Both in the case of rector's election of and selection by the competition, at least a doctorate degree is required, unless the statute may specify higher requirements, for example, the requirement to hold a habilitation (so called dr hab. degree), which usually takes place. The eligibility condition in applying for a position of rector in both cases is the age restriction, which is explicitly defined in the law, and employment at the same university at the moment of election is not required. The two paths of appointing the rector therefore differ in the subjective nature of the decision-making bodies, and, in turn, the rules and regulations for their appointment and operation.
The electoral college, if chosen at the university, comes from the election itself, with the requirement of qualified presence of students and doctoral candidates, and its composition as set out in the statute usually reflects the diverse nature of the academic community, which ensures that this body has a high level of representativeness. The electoral college model is "in line with the self-government principle whereby the academic community must be represented in collegial bodies, including collegial electoral bodies electing single-person authorities" (Woźnicki, 2009 ).
The competition committee (commission) is to be appointed in the manner specified in the statute, which also defines the conditions and procedure for conducting the competition. The law did not impose restrictions here and did not specify any detailed requirements to be met in this regard. However, it is clear that if the competition model was chosen at the university, conditions and decisions would have to consider and respect the general cultural rules of the competition itself. This solution has more grounded position at uni-versities, because it is used in the process of staffing of academic teachers' positions, also used in other institutions with public status.
In the case of the rector's election, every voter as a person holding an active electoral right under the Act has the possibility to submit candidates, including those not employed at the university at the moment of elections (art. 71 of the Law 2005). Alternatively, the Act provides for the possibility for any academic teacher who meet the same eligibility requirements and age restriction to participate in the competition for a rector's position. In the case of both models provided by the Act, the same restrictions apply as for the rector's period of office.
When comparing the two discussed ways of appointing a rector, we can draw the following features. To begin with the election model, we would like to assume, that rector appointed by election model, in a social perception, has a stronger title to perform his function. The appointment is made in an electoral act by an authority with a strong university mandate, resulting from its socially recognized legitimacy, which is representative of and for the whole academic community at the given university. Let us note that it is no coincidence that it is the college of electors and not the senate who elects the rector. The university electoral college acts on behalf of the whole community of HEI, and all its members can take part in its election, which is generally accepted as good practice. A feature of election as the model of appointing a rector is therefore the democratic character of election process as a whole, which strengthens the rector's mandate in the eyes of employees, students and doctoral candidates. This model provides the rector with a sense of greater identification with the academic community.
Sometimes, however, the elected rector confronts members of the university community as a person burdened with certain obligations before them, these obligations/promises often though not always, are expressed publicly in his election campaign. If this happens, it can significantly limit the room for manoeuvre for the elected rector, possibly even be harmful for the interests of university development. This can be a serious limitation when it comes to the need to take unpopular actions required in the circumstances of increasing challenges faced by HEIs. Often this happens in the situation of dynamic and not always favourable changes in their environment. It should be stressed, however, that the model of election offers a psychologically greater comfort of action to the elected rector, who heads the senate which is also emerged from the election. In a subjective sense, this may help to secure the independence of the rector as a single-person authority from the senate, which -what needs to be emphasized -is not subordinated to or not a superior to the rector, and vice versa. Law on Higher Education guarantees that the rector as a single-person authority and the senate as a collegial body of a university are two separate and mutually independent bodies with distributed and different competences. This principle is not affected by the rector's ex officio being the chairman of the senate. An exception to this rule may be considered only the fact of approving the rector's report on the University's performance, which is carried out along with the evaluation once a year by the senate.
It should be noted that the election of the rector, preceded by the search of potential candidates by the university community in informal conversations and discussions, allows verification of the candidate's ability to acquire supporters, his ability to find compromises, as well as obtain and receive opinions and views other than his own. The model of election requires conducting of an electoral campaign, within the framework of which electoral programs can be and are generally presented and discussed at open electoral meetings.
There is therefore a serious debate about the future of the university. This promotes the increasing of the program activation of members of the university community and self-identifying of the electors with the views, plans and activities of the rector appointed in this model. However, the rector by election is easier to accuse the lack of professional preparation to perform this such a difficult management function. Such accusation is often expressed by politicians or representatives of business, media, etc.
Let us pass on to analysing of the competition model. The Rector appointed by the competition model can meet the highly-requested requirements of strong legitimacy and identification with the university and its community.
The competition committee which is established to select a rector would act as a professional body, in a way that is more backstage, lobbying, and without any reference to the process and results of the public debate, nevertheless this committee would not have such a strong mandate to appoint the rector in the university as the university electoral college. It is much easier in these circumstances to come up with conspiracy theories, accuse members of the committee of acting in collusion, yield to group influences of an informal, internal or external character, as well as to succumb to non-subject matters.
The required and implemented, transparent process of the competition committee activity would not have to fully prevent the negative spontaneous, but also emerging in the situation of rivalry of the nominated candidates, negative feelings, guesses, rumours and the spread of false information. This could have a clearly detrimental effect on the atmosphere at the university and on the social perception of the result of the competition committee's work, regardless of the person appointed to the rector's position.
A favourable condition for the rector elected by the competition could be ensuring by this procedure of a kind of confirmation of his professional skills and experience in the management / governance sphere, related to performing the function of the rector of the university. Let us note that a university is a large institution, often one of the largest local employers, which, in addition to its academic mission, conducts investments and business activities as well as interacts and cooperates with its social environment.
The rector elected in this way would have a weaker democratic mandate, but a stronger professional identity. However, this would only be possible if the rules and procedure for setting up a competition committee (as a selection board), which is not easy to establish at the university, would give priority to the professional competencies of its members, at the expense of the representativeness of different groups of academic community in this body. And that would not have happened. A counterargument to the assumption of a stronger professional legitimacy could also be a possible candidacy for the rector by persons with the same qualifications and experiences, or even the same -regardless of the accepted model of election or competition. Often supporters of the competition model emphasize, that a strong side of the competition model is its openness and equality for all candidates, and that a competition enables and give more chances for the candidates from outside to apply for the position of a rector. Some of them would be able to prove their skills, competence, experience and achievements from outside academia, which might, however not mustn't, be beneficial for the way the university is managed.
It should be noted in this context that the alternative to the competition, the procedure of the election of a rector allows that persons from outside the university can also run for this position. Furthermore, it is not a self-nomination procedure, as is case of the competition, but they would be submitted by authorized persons from the group of voters from the university itself, which would provide these candidates with a higher level of comfort to apply for the rector's position. · Knowing university reality and practices, there could be a lack of applications from candidates with the highest competences and, consequently, high academic and professional positions, outstanding achievements and prestige and significant position in the academic community or in public life (top staff). Such candidates, even if potentially interested, withdraw from the candidacy fearing the negative consequences of a possible failure for them, especially when they themselves (!) apply for a position. By self-nomination they would act in a situation where there is no possibility to exclude that the competition committee and its principals will be guided by a predetermined, different personal intention. Therefore, such person would accept the proposal in case of informally declared guarantees de facto, which would however be in conflict with the idea of a truly open competition.
One more disadvantage in the competition path of appointing the rector in Poland is that by the law the competition committee will join two functions: a selection function and the nomination of the selected winner of the competition. Currently in practice in other cases, these two functions are usually entrusted to separate bodies. It would be difficult for the university because it would require entrusting this role to the senate, which would not be appropriate, or to another body, which could complicate the procedure. The presented analysis argues that in public higher education institutions, in real university conditions, the competition model is more burdensome than the model of election with numerous disadvantages and threats. For these reasons, during the 7 years since the possibility of the model of competition was introduced to the Act in 2011, it wasn't supported by universities and was never practiced.
Model of rector's election in the Act 2.0 -Act on Science and Higher Education 2018
The reform of higher education called as Act. 20, or Constitution for Science, which was announced by the Minister of Science and Higher Education in 2016, was intended to be created by the academic community, together with the academic community. Wide public consultations and 2-year long debates were held, and different models for rector's selection were proposed. 
Conference of Rectors of Academic Schools in Poland (CRASP) in the
Strategy of Higher Education Development in 2010 emphasized, that the rector of HEI, being its highest representative, harmonizes 2 spheres in the field of governance -implementation of the university mission and management of resources. The election model should also launch both ideas. The model of appointing the rector should be regulated by the statute. CRASP proposed creation of the search committee by the senate, which will be responsible for searching the best candidates for a rector for a particular HEIs (depending on the type, location, profile, etc.). Search committee submits candidates for rector to the electoral college, and it is the electoral college to finally elect the rector. Another option to do final election is applicable to the universities where the Board of Trustees exists: a rector is being appointed jointly with the Senate in the mode and on the principles set out in the statute. In the case if the board fail to submit appropriate candidates for a rector's, its term of office expires. Thus, it would be one of the main tasks for the board to which the board should be well-prepared (Woźnicki, 2017) .
The National Council of Science and Higher Education of Poland (NCS&HE)
in its report concerning the draft law Even at this stage, the candidate feels that he is not seeking a job or function, but that the institution is seeking his agreement to propose him a certain position.
This reversal of roles is of fundamental importance for recruitment of the best candidates, especially on top-management positions. In the USA supervision over the process of filling the post of the university president is the mission of the body that is generally called the board of trustees (its names differ across the states), which appoints a "search committee" and makes a final decision.
Thus, the function of selection and function of nomination are performed by different bodies. In American universities, it consists exclusively or with larger participation of people from outside the university, and professional head-hunters advice, support, take part or even conduct all the procedures required. For the universities it is crucial to reconsider their internal policies to improve the university governance as well as to professionalize academic management. Debating and answering these questions, each
HEIs will choose the best option for themselves, which open a possibility for the diversity of internal regulations.
Conclusions
The model of university rector's appointment has a significant impact on the development and scope of reforms (reform implementation) undertaken at the university, it influences the scale of changes. These changes -even if they would bring benefits to the university in the nearest future -may not always well accepted by the academic community, which may lobby different solutions and make a pressure onto a rector via the collegial body (university senate) as 
